The Andersons Turf Products

Fertilizer with 0.2% MERIT Insecticide 22-3-8

For fertilization and insect control in turfgrass and landscape ornamentals and sod farms. Fertilizer with MERIT Insecticide.

Non-WPS USES: Applicators and other handlers who handle this product for any use NOT covered by the Worker Protection Standard (40 CFR Part 170) • in general, only agricultural plant uses

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE): Follow manufacturers instructions for deaging/maintaining PPE. If no such instructions for washables, use detergent and not water. Keep and each

WPS USES: Applicators and other handlers who handle this product for any use covered by the Worker Protection Standard (40 CFR part 170) In

Hamill if wallowed or absorbed through skin. Causes eye irritation. Acid contact with ace, eyes or doting. Wash thoroughly with soap and water as soon as possible. Take off any contaminated clothing and shoes before eating, drinking, smoking, chewing gum, using tobacco or entering the bathroom. Remove and wash clothing before re-use. When handling this product, wear the outside of gloves before removing. As soon as possible, wash thoroughly and change into clean clothing.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: This product is a combination of two active ingredients, 22-3-8 Fertilizer and 0.2% MERIT Insecticide. Do not apply directly to water, or to areas where surface water is present or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Do not contaminate water when disposing of equipment washwater.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Do not apply the product in a manner that will cause contact with person or pets, either directly or through drift. Only contact handlers may be in the spray boom of an areal application vehicle. For all other uses, the application must be made by a licensed agricultural applicator. The product is not to be used on vegetable crops or on any crop for which it is specified as a non-registered use. This product is not to be used in an irrigation system. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used in an irrigation system. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together.

AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS

The use of this product is only regulated by the states to which it is distributed under their Federal Pesticide Registration (FPR). The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product. The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product. The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product. The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product. The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product. The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product.

The amount of this product to be sprayed is determined by the state program. The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product. The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product. The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product. The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product. The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product. The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product.

The use of this product by applicators who handle this product for any use covered by the Worker Protection Standard (40 CFR Part 170) must be in compliance with the state program. The product is not to be used on vegetable crops or on any crop for which it is specified as a non-registered use. This product is not to be used in an irrigation system. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used in an irrigation system. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together.

APPLICABLE USE REQUIREMENTS

The use of this product in the turfgrass and ornamentals may be subject to Federal law. The use of this product in the turfgrass and ornamentals may be subject to Federal law. The use of this product in the turfgrass and ornamentals may be subject to Federal law. The use of this product in the turfgrass and ornamentals may be subject to Federal law. The use of this product in the turfgrass and ornamentals may be subject to Federal law.

Use this product only in accordance with its labeling and the Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR Part 170. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together.

APPLICATION TIPS

For the best results, use the Fertilizer and Insecticide components separately. This product can be used as a broadcast application on ornamentals in commercial and residential landscapes, as well as in landscaped areas of golf courses, parks, and sports fields. This product can be used as a spot application on ornamentals in commercial and residential landscapes, as well as in landscaped areas of golf courses, parks, and sports fields. This product can be used as a spot application on ornamentals in commercial and residential landscapes, as well as in landscaped areas of golf courses, parks, and sports fields. This product can be used as a spot application on ornamentals in commercial and residential landscapes, as well as in landscaped areas of golf courses, parks, and sports fields.

APPLICATION EQUIPMENT

The use of this product is only regulated by the states to which it is distributed under their Federal Pesticide Registration (FPR). The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product. The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product. The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product. The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product. The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product. The state program determines the requirement for agricultural uses of this product.

SPREADER SETTINGS FOR THIS PRODUCT

The following chart can be used to estimate rates, but the actual rate and application rate may vary. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together.
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APPLICATION RATES FOR USE ON ORNAMENTALS

The following chart can be used to estimate rates, but the actual rate and application rate may vary. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together.
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This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. Deeply bury unused containers. Or if not possible, double-bag and send to a hazardous waste site. This product contains a flammable and/or an oxidizing agent.

Use in a dust mask with appropriate PPE. This product contains a flammable and/or an oxidizing agent.

HANDLING OF RATES: To estimate rates, but the actual rate and application rate may vary. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together. This product is not to be used with any other product unless specifically labeled to be used together.
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